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G Y AN O D A Y A G U RU K U L
Affiliated to C.B.S.E., Delhi
Gola Road, Danapur, Patna – 801503

Half Yearly Examination – (2019-20)
Class: - I
Subject: - English

F.M.: - 80
Duration: - 3 hr

Name of the Student…………………………………….Roll No……………Marks obtained ………
General Instructions: All questions are compulsory.
 Read the questions carefully and write the answers in the answer sheets provided.
 Do not answer the questions randomly. Attempt all the questions of one section before moving on to another
section.

 Do not write anything on the question paper.

Q. 1 Choose the correct answer and Fill in the blanks
( Door

Friend

GulmoharDog

Fruit

Butterfly Moon Bag

squirrel)
1. Woof woof says the _____________.
2. Please shut the ______________.
3. It is Night .The __________ is up in the sky.
4. There is a___________________ tree in Asma’s garden.
5. Maya is in the __________ market.
6. The pineapple has _________________
7. Sheba has a new ________________
8. Zubin and Sheba see a _________________

(10)
Thorns
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9. Zubin is Sheba ‘s ________________
10.Asma’s brother is playing with a _____________

Q. 2.Give the answers.
1. What does Asma’s house have
(It has a______________________and a
_____________________________)
2. Who is Ali?
(He is Asma’s ________________________)
3. How do Sheba’s shoes look?
(They look ______________________________)
4. Who is asleep
(__________________ is asleep.)
5. Where are kapil and his uncle going?
(They are going for a walk to ____________)
6. When can Abu and kapil go to sevapur?
(They can go on________________________)
7. What does mother give the fruit seller?
(Mother gives him a _______________)
8. What juice does Maya love.
(Maya loves________________ juice)

(20)
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9. Where are the children of class one?
(They are at Chacha Nehru ___________)
10.Who find the coin?
(_____________Finds the coin)
Q. Read the sentences .Say who or what the word in about

(8)

1. Here is Ali. He is playing with a ball
He= ______________
2. Asma and Anju look for a Monkey. They find it up on the tree
They= ___________________________________
3. The boy is on the swing .He is happy
He= _____________________
4. Jerry, you sing really well.
You = _________________________
Q. Write True (T) or Not True NT.

(4)

1. Kapil and Abu go to the park

_________

2. There is a bus on the bridge

_________

3. Kapil is walking with his father

__________

4. The Bus goes to Jamalpur

__________
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Q. Match the words in part A with part B
The sand was.

Litter

Tell.

Beach clean

(4)

Keep the dirty

Pick up all the.

Everyone

Grammar
1. Change the given naming words from one to many.
Banana

_________________

Flower

__________________

Dress

__________________

Bird

___________________

(6)

Tree _________________
Watch ________________
Q. Fill in the blanks with Pronouns( He She It )
___________is a boy
__________is a monkey
____________ is a nurse

(3)
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Q.Use ( I

We

You )

(3)

Ice-cream is My favourite_______can eat a lot of it
Ram and I swim together _________ are friends
I cannot sing well . Can _________ help me
Q. Fill in the blanks with doing words:- (Drive

Play

read

shines

watching ) (5)

The boys__________in the playground
Deepak ___________ a car
The moon ___________ at night
Renu____________ a book.
Rita ________________ television.
Q. Use is am are

(5)

Sameer ________ fond of chocolates
An ant ________very small
We ___________ soldiers
The butterfly _______ colorful
I ____________a student.
Q. Use has or have to complete the sentences
Sonia __________ two brothers
They girls __________ new dresses
I ___________ black shoes
My friend ____________ brown shoes

(6)
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John _____________ a ball
The Rabbits ___________ carrots
Q

Use a /an
_________ apple
__________box
____________ox
____________ cat
____________orange
___________ Parrot.

(6)

